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❖ 3 Dimensional: we only use about 5 to 10 percent of the brain’s capacity to play the 3D 

game. The aptitude of the brain is way broader than we give it credit for. We don’t even 

do it justice, honestly. There is so much more territory undiscovered. “Guided missiles 

but, misguided men,” MLK Jr. said. There’s an array of interpretations there. By now, we 

should be way more advanced & evolved. It’s high time we start exercisin’ the ole noggin, 

usin’ the ole noodle, lighting up the ole medulla oblongata proper. 3D consciousness rides 

on the physical/mental/material plane. It is the belief that we are “separate” beings. It is 

the “me” mentality. It’s almost jokingly comparable to “the world is flat” mentality. 

▪ The karmic wheel. The belief in sin, sickness, suffering, illness, disease & that death 

is final. 

▪ The push/pull of duality-opposites-polarity. 3D is the land of control dramas. 

▪ The blame game; victim mentality; competition; comparison; survival of the fittest; 

dog eat dog; us versus them; class warfare. 

▪ Height, width & depth perception; measurement; linear time & space.  

▪ Time constraints; anxiety or obsession over past or future. Belief that time & 

resources are limited &/or running out. Belief in the calendar. Belief in deterioration 

& aging. 

▪ Rules; mental rigidity; left brain; rational mind; conditional “love.”  

▪ Unconscious judgment, programming, beliefs & conditioning; default habits; 

preconceived notions; being manipulated, influenced or controlled by the status quo, 

the monkey mind, outer circumstances or others. 

▪ Reliance or dependence on outside sources, data, substances or other people for 

happiness, peace, joy, guidance or decision making; codependence.  

▪ Emotional responses or reacting from a place of fear/lack/limitation/scarcity. Belief 

in lack, limitation or scarcity. Fear-based thinking; poverty consciousness. 

❖ 4 Dimensional: 4D has a lower part & a higher part if you were to imagine it on a scale. 

The higher 4D realm is the closest to 5D & is a gateway to it. The higher 4D realm 

provides a greater sense of ease, possibility and capability than the structures of the 3rd 

dimension & lower 4D. All mental and emotional baggage from the 3D & lower 4D must 

be left at the door to the higher 4D realm. In other words, by the time a person is airing 
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on the side of embodying the higher 4D realm… they will have healed demons & grown 

past the phase of forgiveness. Karmic debt will likely be paid. Whereas… the lower realm 

of 4D is an etheric, what they call “astral” plane where many miscreations do thus exist, 

where distorted realities play out & ghosts get stuck, essentially. Both Benevolent & 

Malevolent beings coexist there. In religious literature it’s called Purgatory or Limbo. It’s 

where “attachments” live. This part of 4D is just an advanced version of the dreck of 3D, 

if ya ask me. Winston Churchill famously said: “if you are going through hell… keep 

going.” Touché.   

▪ The higher 4D realm is the ever-present NOW moment, as opposed to a linear timeline 

or timetable; It is awareness of the idea of eternality & infinite possibility, life after 

death, the astral plane, & reincarnation. 

▪ The higher 4D realm is prosperity consciousness, tapping into pure potentiality, belief 

in abundance & unlimited supply. 

▪ The higher 4D realm is the right brain imaginative & creative faculties from which 

inspired thought & action stem. 

▪ The higher 4D realm is responding responsibly according to the greater good, as 

opposed to reacting from the fight or flight amygdala part of the brain.  

▪ The higher 4D realm is the power of choice, as opposed to default conditioned 

behavior.  

▪ The higher 4D realm is the flexibility of paradox as opposed to right & wrong rigid 

definitive concepts that never change or contradict each other. 

▪ The higher 4D realm is the mastering of our thoughts & feelings, deliberate creation, 

manifesting skills. It is being conscious of karma, the Law of Attraction & all 

Universal Laws. 

▪ The higher 4D realm is owning our personal responsibility to the cause & effect we 

create in our lives & those we affect & influence. 

▪ The higher 4D realm is the AWARENESS of energy & of how everything has an auric 

field. We are conscious of the environment, conscious of nutrition, & conscious of the 

health & wellbeing of us & the Planet. We are thus empathic to our bodies, others, 

nature, children, animals, pets, plants. We are conscious of what we are consuming 

upon every level. 
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▪ The higher 4D realm is being in a conscious state of interconnectedness to all life. It is 

the experience of unconditional love of self & others. It is having highly developed 

intuitive & empathic abilities. 

❖ 5 Dimensional: 4D consciousness will not be a long-term option after The Shift of 

clearing the rigid structures of 3D consciousness. The 4th dimension is merely serving 

as an essential, but short-term trampoline or vibrational springboard from which we will 

all enter the 5D consciousness. 5D is the target for Earth and all its inhabitants. But, 

we can only enter the 5th dimension after we become masters of our thoughts and feelings 

in the higher 4D realm. In other words, the garden of our mind must be groomed & 

cultivated according to the highest good of us and others. The thought reprograming 

“work” must prove to be effective. We must have the skill of mindfulness down pat, knowing 

full well that what we think & say COUNTS to the highest degree. 

▪ The 5th dimension is us operating from a place of wholeness, completeness, authentic 

connection to all living beings down to the most miniscule molecule. Love & 

compassion for all, reigns supreme. All life is sacred. No meat eaters here. 

▪ Time in 5D is an eternal quantum zero-point infinite field of pure potentiality where 

EVERYTHING is possible. In this state, faith really does move mountains. The 

time/space continuum can be manipulated because past, present & future are 

concurrent here. 

▪ In 5D, we focus our attention and the answer or experience is given to us exactly when 

& where we focus. Ask and you shall receive. Hence, what you would call “miracles.” 

Loaves & fishes multiply with ease & grace in a space of this caliber. 

▪ When you are vibrating in 5D consciousness, you do not create with form or brute 

force as you do in the 3rd & lower 4th dimensions, you create with light, light patterns 

& light frequencies. One can apply sound, color or geometric shapes to alchemize 

reality. Life becomes a playground of energetic waveforms. Think magical 

civilizations of Atlantis & Lemuria. Think multidimensional pyramid technology. 

Think telepathy. 

▪ 5D allows us to consciously interact with the Creator & all the Beings of Light, 

Angels, guides, elementals, Ascended Masters, etc. Our 5D vibrational context is a 

match to these beings & thus we can choose to have a proactive conscious 

correspondence with them. 

▪ In this heightened consciousness, the rational mind plays a minimal role. The “rules” 
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of rational reality do not apply. We go beyond the veil of illusion & the limitations of 

physical/emotional planes. No longer does fear dominate our decision making. We 

operate on the basis of what’s best for the whole, the greater good… “Unity 

Consciousness” is an actual mode of operation.  

▪ We are conscious breathers of Prana Life Force energy in this 5D realm of conscious 

experience. This provides us with the sacred sustenance of TOTAL TRUST.  

▪ 5D is the Divine Union of the heart & mind, as opposed to them being at odds in that 

infamous inner battle of “good & evil.” 5D is the zero point of gravity where perfect 

balance streams. Here, no-nonsense infinite possibility is all there is. 

▪ This is the Zen zone of true freedom from any & all “attachments.” The 5th dimension 

is a level of consciousness that we move into after self-realization or the realization 

of our GOD SELVES has occurred. Your realization of the infinite, eternality of the 

“I Am” presence that is you, is what makes all things possible beyond finite 3D 

consciousness. 

*Plucked from the book: “The Decline of Civility: how the occasion is rising to you (part 2 of the 

trilogy) available on Amazon.com 
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